Introduction
A number of architectural solution proposals discussed in the IETF Softwire Working Group use Address and Port (A+P) as their technology base for providing IPv4 connectivity to end users using CE devices across a Service Provider's IPv6 network, while allowing for shared or dedicated IPv4 addressing of CEs. Mrugalski, et An example is Mapping of Address and Port (MAP) defined in [I-D.ietf-softwire-map] . The MAP solution consists of one or more MAP Border Relay (BR) routers, responsible for stateless forwarding between a MAP IPv6 domain and an IPv4 network, and one or more MAP Customer Edge (CE) routers, responsible for forwarding between a user's IPv4 network and the MAP IPv6 network domain. Collectively, the MAP CE and BR form a domain when configured with common service parameters. This characteristic is common to all of the Softwire46 mechanisms.
To function in such a domain, a CE needs to be provisioned with the appropriate A+P service parameters for that domain. These consist primarily of the CE's IPv4 address and transport layer port-range(s). Furthermore, the IPv6 transport mode (i.e. encapsulation or translation) needs to be specified. Provisioning of other IPv4 configuration information not derived directly from the A+P service parameters is not covered in this document. It is expected that provisioning of other IPv4 configuration will continue to use DHCPv4 [RFC2131] .
This memo specifies a set of DHCPv6 [RFC3315] options to provision Softwire46 information to CE routers. Although the focus is to deliver IPv4 service to an end-user network (such as a residential home network), it can equally be applied to an individual host acting as a CE. Configuration of the BR is out of scope of this document.
Conventions
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119]. To support more than one mechanism at a time and to allow for a possibility of transition between them, the DHCPv6 Option Request Option [RFC3315] is used. Each mechanism has a corresponding DHCPv6 container option. A DHCPv6 client can request a particular mechanism by including the option code for a particular container option in its ORO option. The provisioning parameters for that mechanism are expressed by embedding the common format options within the respective container option.
Softwire46 Overview
This approach implies that all of the provisioning options MUST appear only within the container options. The client MUST NOT request any of the provisioning options directly within an ORO. MAP-DHCP clients that receive provisioning options that are not encapsulated in container options MUST silently ignore these options. DHCP server administrators are advised to ensure that DHCP servers are configured to send these options in the proper encapsulation.
The document is organized with the common sub-options described first, followed by the three container options. Some sub-options are mandatory in some containers, some are optional and some are not permitted at all. This is shown in Table 1 .
Common Softwire46 DHCPv6 Options
The DHCPv6 This option follows behavior described in Sections 17.1.1 and 18.1.1 of [RFC3315] . Clients can insert those options with specific values as hints for the server. Depending on the server configuration and policy, it may accept or ignore the hints. Client MUST be able to process received values that are different than the hints it sent earlier. o ipv4-prefix: a fixed length 32 bit field that specifies the IPv4 prefix for the S46 rule. The bits in the prefix after prefix4-len number of bits are reserved and MUST be initialized to zero by the sender and ignored by the receiver. o prefix6-len: 8 bits long field expressing the length of the IPv6 prefix specified in the rule-ipv6-prefix field. o ipv6-prefix: a variable length field that specifies the IPv6 domain prefix for the S46 rule. The field is padded on the right with zero bits up to the nearest octet boundary when prefix6-len is not evenly divisible by 8.
o S46_RULE-options: a variable field that may contain zero or more options that specify additional parameters for this S46 rule. This document specifies one such option, OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS.
The Format of the S46 Rule Flags field is: o F-Flag: 1 bit field that specifies whether the rule is to be used for forwarding (FMR It is expected that in a typical mesh deployment scenario, there will be a single BMR, which could also be designated as an FMR using the F-Flag.
S46 BR Option
The S46 BR Option (OPTION_S46_BR) is used to convey the IPv6 address of the Border Relay. Figure 4 shows the format of the OPTION_S46_BR option. BR redundancy can be implemented by using an anycast address for the BR IPv6 address. Multiple OPTION_S46_BR options MAY be included in the container; this document does not further explore the use of multiple BR IPv6 addresses.
S46 DMR Option
The S46 DMR Option (OPTION_S46_DMR) is used to convey values for the Default Mapping Rule (DMR). Figure 4 shows the format of the OPTION_S46_DMR option used for conveying a DMR. o dmr-prefix6-len: 8 bits long field expressing the bit mask length of the IPv6 prefix specified in the dmr-ipv6-prefix field.
o dmr-ipv6-prefix: a variable length field specifying the IPv6 prefix or address for the BR. This field is right padded with zeros to the nearest octet boundary when dmr-prefix6-len is not divisible by 8.
S46 IPv4/IPv6 Address Binding Option
The IPv4 address Option (OPTION_S46_V4V6BIND) MAY be used to specify the full or shared IPv4 address of the CE. The IPv6 prefix field is used by the CE to identify the correct prefix to use for the tunnel source. o bindprefix6-len: 8 bits long field expressing the bit mask length of the IPv6 prefix specified in the bind-ipv6-prefix field.
o bind-ipv6-prefix: a variable length field specifying the IPv6 prefix or address for the S46 CE. This field is right padded with zeros to the nearest octet boundary when bindprefix6-len is not divisible by 8.
o S46_V4V6BIND-options: a variable field that may contain zero or more options that specify additional parameters. This document specifies one such option, OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS.
S46 Port Parameters Option
The Port Parameters Option (OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS) specifies optional Port Set information that MAY be provided to CEs. o PSID: Explicit 16-bit (unsigned word) PSID value. The PSID value algorithmically identifies a set of ports assigned to a CE. The first k bits on the left of this field contain the PSID value. The remaining (16-k) bits on the right are padding zeros.
See
When receiving the OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS option with an explicit PSID, the client MUST use this explicit PSID in configuring its softwire interface. The OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS option with an explicit PSID MUST be discarded if the S46 CE isn't configured with a full IPv4 address (e.g. IPv4 prefix).
The OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS option with an explicit PSID MUST be discarded if the S46 CE isn't configured with a full IPv4 address (e.g. IPv4 prefix).
The OPTION_S46_PORTPARAMS option is contained within an OPTION_S46_RULE option or an OPTION_S46_V4V6BIND option.
Softwire46 Containers

Softwire46 MAP-E Container Option
The MAP-E Container Option (OPTION_S46_CONT_MAPE) specifies the container used to group all rules and optional port parameters for a specified domain. encapsulated-options (variable length) . .
. The encapsulated options field conveys options specific to the OPTION_S46_CONT_MAPE. Currently there are two sub-options specified, OPTION_S46_RULE and OPTION_S46_BR. There MUST be at least one OPTION_S46_RULE option and at least one OPTION_S46_BR option.
Other options applicable to a domain may be defined in the future. A DHCP message MAY include multiple OPTION_S46_CONT_MAPE options (representing multiple domains).
Softwire46 MAP-T Container Option
The MAP-T Container option (OPTION_S46_CONT_MAPT) specifies the container used to group all rules and optional port parameters for a specified domain. encapsulated-options (variable length) . .
. The encapsulated options field conveys options specific to the OPTION_S46_CONT_MAPT option. Currently there are two options specified, the OPTION_S46_RULE and OPTION_S46_DMR options. There MUST be at least one OPTION_S46_RULE option and exactly one OPTION_S46_DMR option.
Softwire46 LightWeight 46 Container Option
The LW46 Container option (OPTION_S46_CONT_LW) specifies the container used to group all rules and optional port parameters for a specified domain. . The encapsulated options field conveys options specific to the OPTION_S46_CONT_LW option. Currently there are two options specified, OPTION_S46_V4V6BIND and OPTION_S46_BR. There MUST be at most one OPTION_S46_V4V6BIND option and at least one OPTION_S46_BR option. The behavior of a client supporting multiple Softwire46 mechanisms, is out of scope of this document. [I-D.ietf-softwire-unified-cpe] describes client behaviour for the prioritization and handling of multiple mechanisms simultaneously.
Internet-Draft
Note that system implementing CE functionality may have multiple network interfaces, and these interfaces may be configured differently; some may be connected to networks using a Softwire46 mechanism, and some may be connected to networks that are using normal dual stack or other means. The CE should approach this specification on an interface-by-interface basis. For example, if the CE system is MAP-E capable and is attached to multiple networks that provide the OPTION_S46_CONT_MAPE option, then the CE MUST configure MAP-E for each interface separately. As with all DHCPv6-derived configuration state, it is possible that configuration is actually being delivered by a third party (Man In The Middle). As such, there is no basis on which access over MAP or lw4o6 can be trusted. Therefore, softwires should not bypass any security mechanisms such as IP firewalls.
In IPv6-only networks that lack any IPv4 firewalls, a device supporting MAP could be tricked into enabling its IPv4 stack and direct IPv4 traffic to the attacker, thus exposing itself to previously infeasible IPv4 attack vectors. 
